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ABSTRACT. We study transitional and turbulent boundary layers using a turbulent velocity profile equation recently de-
rived from the Navier-Stokes-alpha and Leray-alpha models. From this equation we obtain a theoretical prediction of the
skin-friction coefficient in a wide range of Reynolds numbers based on momentum thickness, and deduce the maximal
value of �������� �
	�� 		�� for turbulent velocity profiles. A two-parameter family of solutions to the equation matches
experimental data in the transitional boundary layers with different free-stream turbulence intensity, while one-parameter
family of solutions, obtained using our skin-friction coefficient law, matches experimental data in the turbulent boundary
layer for moderately large Reynolds numbers.

1. INTRODUCTION

The mathematical description of turbulence, particu-
larly boundary-layer turbulence, has been a subject of
serious investigation for over a century, and still poses
a great challenge for scientists. Even though the velocity
field in a turbulent flow is seemingly chaotic, the aver-
aged velocity displays some regular structure. Finding a
suitable closed approximation to the Reynolds equations
is one of the main problems in turbulence theory.

The Navier-Stokes- � (NS- � ) model, also known as
the viscous Camassa-Holm equation or LANS- � (La-
grangian averaged Navier-Stokes-alpha) model, was in-
troduced by S. Chen, C. Foias, D. D. Holm, E. Olson,
E. S. Titi, and S. Wynne in 1998. The NS- � model was
proposed as a closure of the Reynolds equations, and its
solutions were compared with empirical data for turbu-
lent flows in channels and pipes. Since then, the model
received significant attention from a number of scientists,
resulting in numerous publications. Inspired by the NS- �
equations, we introduced a similar model for 3-D turbu-
lence, the Leray- � model (see [10]).

However, both models have a higher order than the
Navier-Stokes equations, and they require additional
boundary conditions. The physical boundary conditions
for the models are still not known, despite continuous
effort by many investigators. Because of this, computa-
tions with the models are usually performed in periodic
domains, and the models are not yet used for real engi-
neering applications.

Developing a boundary-layer theory for alpha-models
is the first step in approaching this issue. We started

studying a zero-pressure gradient case in [7, 8, 9],
showing that the unknown boundary conditions can be
uniquely determined by the physical parameters of the
flow near the boundary. In this note we show that the pro-
posed turbulent boundary-layer model predicts the skin
friction for a wide range of Reynolds numbers.

1.1. Navier-Stokes- � and Leray- � models. The
Navier-Stokes-alpha model of fluid turbulence, intro-
duced in [3, 4, 5] is written as

(1)
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where � represents the averaged physical velocity of the
flow, 3 is a pressure analog, 6 is a force, and ,;GH: is
the viscosity. See also [14, 15, 16, 19, 20] and references
therein for some results on this model.

Inspired by the Navier-Stokes- � equations, the Leray-� model was introduced in [10]. This model is given
by the Leray regularization of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tion with a special smoothing filter, the inverse of the
Helmholtz operator:

(2)
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where � represents the averaged physical velocity of the
flow, J is the averaged pressure, 6 is the force, and ,NG7:
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is the viscosity. Estimates for the dimension of the global
attractor, established in [10], are smaller than that of the
NS- � model (see [16]), which suggests that the Leray- �
model might be might easier to compute with.

In the study of a turbulent-boundary layer flow, the fil-
ter length scale � , which represents the averaged size of
the Lagrangian fluctuations (see [3, 4, 5]), is considered
as a parameter of the flow, changing along the stream-
lines in the boundary layer. More precisely, we use an
assumption, that � is proportional to the thickness of the
boundary layer.

1.2. Boundary-layer approximation of the Leray- �
model. Consider a two-dimensional turbulent flow near
a surface. Let

=
be the coordinate along the surface, O

the coordinate normal to the surface, and �P*Q�R'CFS$T! the
velocity of the flow. Assuming that � does not depend
on O , normalizing variables, and neglecting the terms of
the Leray- � model that are small near the boundary (see
[9, 10]), we obtain the following generalization of the
Prandtl equations, the boundary-layer approximation of
the 2D Leray- � model:

(3)

�������� �������
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where �Z'LF�$[! represents the averaged velocity, J the av-
eraged pressure, and U\*^]`_a0 � Bcb�db�e dgf ' . The physical
(non-slip) boundary conditions are 'L� = FS:h!i*j$k� = FS:`!l*: , and �R'L� = F O !mF�$k� = F O !�!Yno��p"� = !Fq:`! as O nsr . As-
suming Bernoulli’s equation p B � = !t�vuJL� = !X*;wyxgz){�|~} for
the external velocity p"� = ! , we deduce that bb�� JL� = F O !+*p"� = !Sp���� = ! . Rewriting equations (3) in terms of p , we
obtain

(4)

��������� ��������
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Our goal is to study special, in particular, self-similar
solutions to (4). More precisely, we will study solutions
to this system of the form'L� = F O !�*�p"� = !�� � �Z�[Fq�C� = !�!mF � � = !M*
� D � = !F��c* OD � = ! F

the functions �V� = ! and D � = ! being defined later. Here
prime represents a partial derivative with respect to the
first variable. For simplicity we assume �C�R:h!�*Q: . The
boundary conditions imply �����R:)Fq��!�*8: and �)���Z�[F��?!5n_ as ��n�r . Then (4) reduces topD B2��� � � � � D ��� D p�!� =o� � � � � D B �[p� =N��_a0%� � � � !#�0ip B �h�� =�@ � � � � �� � 0 � �� � � � � E *
:)F
where � *-�Y09� B �?� � . TakeD � = !���* _p"� = ! @?� �� p"���h![�h�`EW�d F�C� = !���* pl��� = !p B � = ! � �� pY�R�T![�`�?}

In order for �Z'LF�$�F � ! to satisfy (4), it is sufficient for����F��?! to satisfy the following equations:

(5)

����� ���� �T�� =\@)� � � � �� � 0 � �� � � � � E-*
:)F� � � � ���B � � � � �K�C� = !m��_i02� � � � !�*
:)F� *-�"0 � B � � � }
The physical boundary conditions are �C�R:h!�*
� � ��:`!�*: and �?���Z�g!Xn¡_ as �cn¢r . In the zero pressure gradient

case, when the exterior velocity p is constant, we have�7*H: and (5) reduces to the generalization of the Bla-
sius equation. Note that this equation can be also derived
from the NS- � model (see [7, 8, 9]).

1.3. Generalization of the Blasius equation. A gener-
alization of the Blasius equation is given by the following
fifth-order ordinary differential equation:

(6) � � � �h���B � � � �?*-:/F
where � *£� 0I� B �?� � . The boundary conditions are�C�R:h!¤*-�?����:`!�*-: , and �?���Z�g!Xn¡_ as ��n¢r .

This equation describes horizontal velocity profiles¥ �)������!�¦ in transitional and turbulent boundary layers with
zero pressure gradients. More precisely, for a fixed hor-
izontal coordinate, we model the averaged velocity pro-
files �Z'LF�$[! in the following way:'L� O !�*;'?§m� � @ O¨ © § © E F(7) $k� O !�* ' §¨ ª+« � � @ O¨ © § © E%}(8)

Here O is the vertical coordinate, 'k§ is the horizontal ve-
locity of the external flow, � is a solution to (6),

©
is a

local length scale, a parameter of the flow that has to be
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determined,
ªi« *¬'�§ ©� , , and

© § is the external length
scale

© §�*-,  '?§ .
The dimensionless parameter � , a filter width scale

defining a turbulent flow regime, represents the ratio of
the averaged size of turbulent fluctuations to the bound-
ary layer thickness.

Observe that when � is zero, i.e., when there are no
turbulent fluctuations, we have � *Q� and equation (6)
reduces to the Blasius equation. The Blasius equation has
a unique solution �)® satisfying physical boundary condi-
tions (see [24]). The Blasius profile ���® has one inflection
point in logarithmic coordinates (see [8]), and it matches
experimental data in the laminar region of the boundary
layer.

It is easy to obtain a skin-friction law for the Blasius
profile. Indeed, the skin-friction coefficient for the Bla-
sius profile is¯~° ��* ug,' B ± � '� O�²²² em³ � * u¨ ªi« � � �® ��:`!mF
where

©
is the distance from the edge of the plate. On the

other hand, the Reynolds number based on momentum
thickness is given byª�´ * _, �7µ� '�� O !���_a09'�� O !  ' § !�� O* ¶ ª+« � µ� � �® �R�g!m��_+02� �® �Z�g!S!��`�* ¯ ® ¶ ª « F
where

¯m·¹¸ :)} º`º¼» . Therefore, the skin-friction coeffi-
cient satisfies the following law in the laminar boundary
layer: ¯ ° * u`�)� �® ��:`! ¯ ®ªl´ ¸ :/} »g»?_ª�´ }

To a contrary with the Blasius equation, it was proved
in [8] that solutions of (6) satisfying the physical bound-
ary conditions form a two-parameter family. The param-
eters are

ªl´
, the Reynolds number based on momentum

thickness and

¯~°
, the skin-friction coefficient. The family

of solutions matches experimental data for a wide range
of Reynolds numbers, containing the transitional region
and a part of the turbulent region of the boundary layer.
The aim of this paper is to obtain a turbulent skin-friction
law using the equation (6).

2. VELOCITY PROFILES

Note that if ½�V�R�g! is a solution of (6), then �V� = ! �¾*� ½�C�Z� = ! is a solution of

(9) � � � � � _u � � � � *-:/F � *I�"02� � � }

The physical boundary conditions are �C�R:`!�*I�k����:`!�*-: ,�?� ����:`!¿GÀ: , and �?��� = !Mn¬� B as
= n�r .

The last boundary condition is equivalent to the con-
dition that ÁÃÂÅÄ �ÇÆ µ �?��� = ! exists and satisfies

(10) :4È ÁÅÂÃÄ�ÇÆ µ � � � = !�È
r;}In this case � is a solution to our boundary value problem
with � defined as�%��*É] ÁÅÂÅÄ��Æ µ � � � = ! f �SÊ B }In [8] we proved that the above boundary value prob-
lem posess a two parameter family. The parameters areË �¾*-� � � ��:`!F Ìi��*I� � � � �R:h!}
There is a function Í � Ë FqÌm! , which can be easily com-
puted, such that for given Ë G�: and Ì in a large open re-
gion, �?� � � ���R:h!X* Í � Ë F�Ìm! guarantees (10). More precisely,
the following theorem holds:
Theorem 2.1. [8]. There exists a continuous functionÌ � �a�R:)F�r7!4nÏÎ such that Ì � � Ë !ÐÈ^0 Ë , and for eachË GÑ: and ÌvÒ���Ì � � Ë !F�r7! we have that ÁÅÂÃÄ ��Æ µ � � � = !exists and satisfies:(È ÁÅÂÅÄ�ÇÆ µ � � � = !�È
r;Fwhere �C� = ! is a solution to (9) with �C�R:h!�*¹�����R:h!l*¹: ,�?� ����:`!a* Ë , �?� � ���R:h!5*8Ì , and �?� � � ���R:h!5* Í � Ë F�Ìm! for some
function Í � Ë FqÌm! .

It is common to use the wall coordinatesO[Ó * 'kÔ O, F ' Ó * '' Ô
in the turbulent boundary layer, where' Ô *8Õ _ÖC× *ÑØ , � '� O�²²² em³ � F
and × is the shear stress at the wall.

Fix
= � on the horizontal axis and denote© § * ,'?§ F ª « * ©© § F

where
©

is a parameter of the boundary layer at the point= � . According to (7),

(11) '�� = � F O !�* ' §� B � � @ O� ¨ © § © E
represents the horizontal component of the averaged ve-
locity at

= * = � for some solution � of (9).
Note that (11) impliesË *I� � � �R:`!�* _u ¯ ° �VÙ ¶ ªi« F
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i.e. Ë is a rescaled skin-friction coefficient

¯ ° *ua�R'�Ô  ' § ! B . Writing (11) in wall coordinates, we obtain
a three-parameter family of velocity profiles ' Ó Ú�Û Ü�Û « ����! :
(12) ' Ó Ú�Û Ü�Û « � O Ó !�* ª ��ÊSÝ«¨ Ë � � �LÞ O Ó ¨ �ª �SÊSÝ« ¨ ËLß }

In the following sections we will see that velocity pro-
files (12) satisfying the log low (they will be called the
turbulent velocity profiles) form a one-parameter family¥ ' Ó ¦�à�á .

3. VON KARMAN LOG LAW

At very small distances from the wall, the viscous fric-
tion dominates shear stresses, and the velocity profile can
be approximated by the following formula:' Ó * O Ó }
Further away from the boundary the Reynolds stresses
can not be neglected, and the von Karman log law, or the
logarithmic law of the wall' Ó * _â Á z O Ó �Kã
is commonly used to approximate the mean velocity pro-
file in the inner region of the flat plate turbulent boundary
layer. This law is due L. Prandtl and T. von Karman (see
[17]), and it has several semi-empirical derivations (see,
e.g., [18]). However, recent experimental data has shown
that this law is local rather than global. In order to reflect
this locality, we use the following weaker formulation of
this law, which is sufficient for our purposes:
Log Law.

(i) A turbulent velocity profile ' Óä � O Ó ! has å inflec-
tion points in logarithmic coordinates.

(ii) The middle inflection point of ' Óä � O Ó ! lies on
the line

(13) ' Ó * _â Á z O Ó �KãvF
where â and ã are universal constants.

(iii) The line (13) is tangent to ' Óä � O Ó ! at the middle
inflection point.

According to Landau and Lifshitz [18], the constantsâ and ã can not be determined theoretically and have to
be obtained experimentally. There are numerous empir-
ical estimates for of â and ã matching the log law with
various experimental data, and the classical values used
by Coles [11] are â *�:/} »)_ , ãQ*\æ . We will assume the
values â *j:/} » , ãç*jæ , which fit the experimental data
used in this study better.

We have shown numerically that the first part of the
log law follows from the equation (6). A rigorous math-
ematical proof of this fact is not yet available.

In the next two sections we will study velocity profiles
(12) subjected to the conditions of the log law. Velocity
profiles satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) will be called
transition velocity profiles. Velocity profiles satisfying
conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) will be called turbulent ve-
locity profiles.

4. TWO-PARAMETER FAMILY OF TRANSITION
VELOCITY PROFILES

Transition velocity profiles satisfy

(14) '�ÓÚÇÛ Ü�Û « � O Ó� !�* _â Á z O Ó� �Kã
for O Ó� , the middle inflection point in logarithmic coordi-
nates. Note that (14) is equivalent to the condition thatª «

solves the following equation:

(15)

ª �SÊSÝ«¨ Ë � � � �R� � !�* _â Á zV� ¶ Ë  � ª �SÊSÝ« � � !V�Kãv}
Here � � is the middle inflection point of �����R�g! in loga-
rithmic coordinates. This equation has two solutions for
physically relevant values of Ë and Ì , and we discovered
numerically that the largest one yields correct values of
the skin friction coefficient. Therefore, the transition ve-
locity profiles form a two-parameter family

¥ ' Ó Ú�Û Ü ¦ pro-
vided

ª «
is the largest solution to (15). The parameters Ë

and Ì correspond to

¯~°
, the skin-friction coefficient, andªl´

, the Reynolds number based on momentum thick-
ness, which can be written in the following way:¯ ° * u' Ó ��r7! B F(16) ª ´ *I�7µ� ' Ó @�_a0 ' Ó' Ó ��rK! E\� O Ó F(17)

where ' Ó ��r7!¿��* ÁÃÂÅÄ eyè)Æ µ ' Ó .
We determined numerically that for every pair of the

physical parameters � ª ´ F ¯ ° ! corresponding to transi-
tional and turbulent boundary layers with

ª ´ È å :g:`: ,
there exists a pair of parameters � Ë F�Ìm! for which con-
ditions (16, 17) hold. Varying

ª ´
and

¯ °
, we obtained

a family of the velocity profiles
¥ ' Óà�á Û é�ê`¦ . This family

was compared with experimental data of the Rolls-Royce
applied science laboratory, ERCOFTAC t3a and t3b test
cases [22] (see Fig. 1–3).
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5. THEORETICAL SKIN FRICTION LAW AND
ONE-PARAMETER FAMILY OF TURBULENT

VELOCITY PROFILES

In this section we consider turbulent velocity profiles,
i.e., profiles (12) subjected to all three conditions of the
log law. In other words, we restrict the two-parameter
family of velocity profiles

¥ '�Óà�á Û é�ê ¦ obtained in the pre-
vious section to the condition (iii) of the log law. This
condition connects the skin-friction coefficient with the
Reynolds number based on momentum thickness and re-
duces the two-parameter family to just one-parameter
family of velocity profiles

¥ ' Óà�á ¦ .
Let ë �R�T! * ' Óà�á Û é�ê �RìÇíÇ! . Since ë �����h! *ìÇíy' Óà á Û é ê � ��ìÇíÇ! , condition (iii) of the log law can be writ-

ten in the following way:

(18) O Ó� ' Óà�á Û é�ê � � O Ó� !�* _â F
where O Ó� is the middle inflection point of ' Óà á Û é êT� O Ó ! in
the logarithmic coordinates (see Section 3).

We determined numerically that for å æg: ¸ ªlî#ïRð ä´ Èª ´ È å :g:g: , equation (18) has a unique solution

¯ ° *6�� ª ´ ! . Therefore, for turbulent velocity profiles the
skin-friction coefficient is a function of the Reynolds
number based on momentum thickness The graph of this
skin friction law

¯y° *É6�� ªl´ ! is shown on Fig. 4. This
figure also shows skin friction coefficients from experi-
ments of Roach and Brierlay (see [22]) with two different
intensities of the free-stream turbulence. The Reynolds
numbers based on momentum thickness were computed
numerically according to formula (17).

At the critical point when
ª ´ * ª�î#ïZð ä´ ¸ å æ¼: and

¯y° * ¯ î#ïZð ä° ¸ :)} :`:gº å , the second and the third inflection
points collapse, and the velocity profile starts having only
one inflection point for

ª ´lñ ª�î#ïZð ä´
. Therefore our model

yields that
ª�î#ïRð ä´

is the minimal value of the Reynolds
number based on momentum thickness for which a ve-
locity profile can be turbulent. In addition,

¯ î#ïZð ä°
is the

largest value of the skin friction coefficient for a turbulent
velocity profile. However, we expect existence of tran-
sitional profiles with a skin-friction coefficient slightly
larger than

¯ î#ïZð ä°
.

6. CONCLUSION

The Navier-Stokes- � and Leray- � models are of
higher order than the Navier-Stokes equations and hence
they require additional boundary conditions. To deter-
mine the unknown boundary conditions, we proposed to
use physical parameters of the flow near the boundary.
Another approach, due to Marsden and Shkoller, is to

use anisotropic equations that degenerate on the bound-
ary (see [19, 12, 13]). This requires, however, introduc-
ing a weighting function in the viscous sublayer. A com-
parison of solutions to these equations with experimental
data will be of great interest.

From the Leray- � model we derive a generalized
Falkner-Skan equation:� � � �T� �B � � � �h�7�C��_a0%�)� � ��!�*-:/F � *-�Y09�C�?� �R}
It is remarkable that the Navier-Stokes- � model can be
reduced to to this equation only in the zero-pressure gra-
dient case, i.e., when �
*^: . In this case both models
give the same result, and the only difference is that the
pressure term 3 in the Navier-Stokes- � model has to be
modified in order to obtain the physical averaged pres-
sure. It is clear how to do this in a boundary layer (see
[8]), but not in general. To a contrary, the pressure termJ in the Leray- � model corresponds to the physical av-
eraged pressure, which makes the analysis a little easier.
The case � ò*-: , which can help us better understand dif-
ferences between the two � -models, is currently under
the investigation.

In the Blasius case �N*-: , it looks like there are three
additional free parameters: �?� � ���R:`! , �?� � � ���R:h! , and � . How-
ever, it was shown in [8] that almost all the solutions
blow-up, and there exists only a two-parameter family
of solutions satisfying the non-slip boundary conditions.
This manifold of solutions consists of transitional and
turbulent velocity profiles, where the parameters are the
Reynolds number and the skin-friction coefficient. In or-
der to isolate only turbulent velocity profiles, one has to
specify an additional condition. Since all experimental
turbulent velocity profiles have the same tangent line at
the middle inflection point, we use this weak form of the
von Karman Log Law as a such condition. As we found
out, there is only a one-parameter family of turbulent
velocity profiles, which we compare with experimental
data.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that the only free
parameter for turbulent velocity profiles is the Reynolds
number, which is consistent with experimental data. All
the other quantities (e.g., the skin-friction coefficient) are
functions of the Reynolds number and can be explicitly
computed. The graph of the skin-friction coefficient is
presented on Fig. 4.
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